
 
 

 

 

HP Exstream and HP Color Inkjet 
Web Presses work together to 
deliver industry-leading production 
capabilities.  

Industry’s fastest composition engine 
With HP Exstream, you can count on unparalleled production 
performance when combined with HP Color Inkjet Web Press. 
HP Exstream is uniquely positioned to provide the industrial-
strength production engine you need to match the press’s 
unprecedented versatility, productivity, and offset-class capabilities.  

In fact, the HP Exstream solution supports the output of complex 
variable documents as much as 10 times faster than alternative 
solutions, as verified in customer benchmark tests.  

HP Exstream has the flexibility to create all types of highly 
customised print applications, including direct mailers, short-run 
books, catalogues, newspaper inserts and postcards.  

Drive the mass production of high-quality, customised print 
communications to whole new levels, with fully personalised 
variable content printing. 

Powerful data handling  
Speed production by dynamically and natively accessing multiple 
data and content sources, regardless of format or system. With 
HP Exstream, there’s no need to pre-process your existing data or 
consolidate data from disparate systems. Data can be visually 
mapped directly into HP Exstream from nearly any database or file 
format, including XML, ODBC and JDBC sources, columnar delimited, 
as well as legacy data formats like COBOL copybooks and print files.  

HP Exstream can also access and dynamically import PDF files, 
images, logos and more from digital asset and content 
management systems. 
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software for 
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HP Exstream dynamically accesses your existing data to streamline 
document processes and drive targeted marketing campaigns, while 
delivering the performance to drive high-speed, high-volume production.  
 
 

Built to support high-volume 
HP Exstream’s comprehensive capabilities for high-volume 
print/mail environments eliminates the need for post-processing 
programs, maximises production efficiency, and can potentially save 
you millions of dollars in paper and postage costs.  

Streamline distribution by routing output to the appropriate queue 
based on priority, number of pages, weight or other rule-based 
specifications. HP Exstream imposes pages, creates audit files and 
breaks the print stream into document and page subsets based on 
the queue.  
To reduce your overall number of mailings, and save print and postal 
costs, you can reorder and group single or multiple page documents 
into bundles (also called householding) after document composition, 
but before output is created.  

Documents are prepared for advanced finishing options, including 
multiple inserter processing, where barcodes are automatically 
placed on pages to trigger insert stations to include a specific insert.  

HP Exstream has a number of options to automate routine tasks on 
the shop-floor and increase the efficiency of your staff. Break large 
files into smaller, more manageable volumes by page and document 
counts, variable data, and rules. HP Exstream also easily integrates 
with postal optimisation software, like PostalSoft from SAP. 

There are also many capabilities for testing document applications, 
which significantly improves productivity and optimises 
performance. Once a draft application design is complete, users 
preview the composed document using test data. While viewing the 
test documents, you can simply click on a design object to enter the 
design environment and make changes. 

 

Facilitates targeted marketing  
HP Exstream’s advanced message management and formatting 
capabilities allow users to build and integrate sophisticated, 
personalised marketing and informational messages into 
documents. These messages and offers are targeted based on what 
you know about the recipient, including their buying history, 
geography and demographics.  

HP Exstream also dynamically produces fully customised 
documents, booklets and catalogues that compel the recipient to 
react and respond. You can create messaging campaigns that are 
inserted into document white space at the point of need. Link 
campaigns and track which messages and campaigns are sent to 
each customer. The tracking information can be integrated with 
external systems (such as CRM or customer response systems) to 
analyse campaign results. Tracking data can also be used to 
automate the inclusion of follow-up messages based on the 
customer’s response (or lack of response) to a previous campaign. 

User-defined workflow approval processes ensure that documents 
remain effective and compliant. System administrators can define 
workflow approval processes for objects and route them to different 
business groups—such as legal, compliance, marketing and quality 
assurance.  

Why HP? 
HP has developed and implemented customer communications 
solutions in hundreds of print service providers, publishers and 
Fortune 500 enterprises around the world.  

In addition, HP offers a wide range of training, consulting and 
technical support services to maximise your investment in our 
products.  

Learn more 
Contact an HP Exstream representative to find out how we have 
changed the way our customers do business. For more information 
about the HP Exstream customer communication management 
solution, please visit www.hpexstream.co.uk or contact us at 
exstream.info@hp.com or 0845 270 4567. 
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